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Performance
API SN  |  JASO MA2

SUPABIKE 4T RACING SYN 10W40 SN MA2

Description

Applications

SupaBike 4T Racing Syn is a ultimate performance synthetic four-stroke 
motor oil specially designed for extremely high revs, high stress riding 
present in track and racing. It is specially formulated based on racing oil 
technology utilising very high performance additives to ensure high engine 
performance and protecting even in the most demanding conditions.

SupaBike 4T Racing Syn oil is suitable in high performance air and water 
cooled four-stroke motorcycle engines including race tuned high revving 
and turbo-charged engines, and for two-stroke motorcycle gear boxes.

Benefits
Excellent thermal and oxidation stability for exceptional performance 
at severe operating conditions
Excellent gear micro-pitting and clutch slippage protection for 
outstanding response and acceleration
Outstanding engine cleanliness for prolonged component life and high 
power output
Ultra-smooth gearshift and clutch performance for jerk free movement
Fully compatible with unleaded fuel Performance

API SL  |  JASO MA

SUPABIKE 4T RACING 20W50 SL MA

Description

Applications

SupaBike 4T Racing is a premium quality motorcycle oil that is specially 
formulated based on racing oil technology to prolong engine life while 
providing extended drain capability and ultra-smooth, jerk free riding
performance. It is manufactured using highly refined fluids and high perfor-
mance additives to provide excellent engine protection and performance 
under all operating conditions.

SupaBike 4T Racing oil is suitable high performance air and water cooled 
four stroke motorcycle engines including race tuned high revving and 
turbo-charged engines, and for two-stroke motorcycle gear boxes.

Benefits
High level of engine cleanliness and wear protection even on extended 
drain interval
Excellent gear micro-pitting and clutch slippage protection for 
outstanding response and acceleration
Exceptional thermal and oxidation stability to resist oil breakdown 
even at high temperatures
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Performance
API SG  |  JASO MA

SUPABIKE 4T PLUS 20W50 SG MA

Description

Applications

SupaBike 4T Plus is a premium quality motorcycle oil that is specially 
formulated to prolong engine life while providing extended drain capabili-
ty and ultra-smooth, jerk free riding performance. It is manufactured using 
unconventional fluids and high performance additives to provide excellent 
engine protection and performance under all operating conditions.

SupaBike 4T Plus oil is suitable high performance air and water cooled 
four stroke motorcycle engines including race tuned and turbo-charged 
engines, and for two-stroke motorcycle gear boxes.

Benefits
Excellent engine and transmission protection from excessive wear even 
on extended drain interval
Exceptional thermal and oxidation stability to resist oil breakdown even 
at high temperatures
Suitable for two-stroke engine gear box Performance

API SG  |  JASO MA

SUPABIKE 4T 40 SG MA

Description

Applications

SupaBike 4T is a premium quality motorcycle oil that is specially formulat-
ed to prolong engine life while providing extended drain capability and 
ultra-smooth, jerk free riding performance. It is manufactured using uncon-
ventional fluids and high performance additives to provide excellent engine 
protection and performance under all operating conditions.

SupaBike 4T oil is suitable high performance air and water cooled four 
stroke motorcycle engines including race tuned and turbo-charged engines, 
and for two-stroke motorcycle gear boxes.

Benefits
Excellent engine and transmission protection from excessive wear even 
on extended drain interval
Exceptional thermal and oxidation stability to resist oil breakdown even 
at high temperatures uitable for two-stroke engine gear box
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Performance
NMMA TC-W3

SUPABIKE 2T OUTBOARD TC
Description

Applications

SupaBike 2T Outboard is a premium performance two-stroke motor oil 
specially engineered for use in water cooled outboard engines (large and 
small output) running at varied fuel to oil ratios are specified by the OEM.

SupaBike 2T Outboard oil is highly recommended for use in water-cooled 
high performance two stroke engines. It is also suitable for use in 
air-cooled engines requiring API TC, JASO FC with electronic fuel 
injection (EFI), direct fuel injection (DFI) or carburettor for motorbikes, 
motocross, mopeds, lawnmowers, scooters, jetskies, chain saws, go-karts 
and all-terrain vehicles (ATV) as well as industrial and agricultural 
two-stroke engine equipment.

Benefits
Excellent rust and corrosion resistance
Excellent detergent and dispersant technology for engine cleanliness, 
prevention of ring sticking and optimum power output
Advanced ashless technology to minimise deposits and prevents spark 
plug fouling and pre-ignition
Excellent lubricity to prevent piston and cylinder scuffing

Performance
JASO FC  |  API TC

SUPABIKE 2T TC FC
Description

Applications

SupaBike 2T is an extreme performance synthetic blend two-stroke 
motor oil specially engineered based on racing oil technology for the 
extreme protection of all modern high revving and extreme performance 
two-stroke motorcycle engines operating under severe conditions. It is 
specially formulated from premium quality base oils, exclusively selected 
low-ash additive technology and prediluted with a high quality solvent to 
facilitate mixing with gasoline at all temperatures. It ensure excellent 
engine power, piston cleanliness, optimum oil film strength and thickness 
to prolong engine life in very robust riding conditions,

SupaBike 2T oil is highly recommended for use in air-cooled high perfor-
mance two stroke engines with electronic fuel injection (EFI), direct fuel 
injection (DFI) or carburettor for motorbikes, motocross, go-karts and
all-terrain vehicles (ATV) as well as industrial and agricultural two-stroke 
engine equipment.

Benefits
Excellent oil film strength for engine protection and reliability at high 
revs and temperature
Excellent control against exhaust system blocking, spark plug fouling 
and engine seizure
Clean and efficient burning for very low smoke emission
Prevents ring sticking
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